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Fireworks went off after the conclusion of the game. Clemson's ensuing drive resulted in another
three-and-out; they punted to Alabama, who made it to the Clemson 3-yard-line when the first quarter ended.
Clemson took advantage of the Tide's mistake, scoring on a yard Trevor Lawrence pass to Justyn Ross. Now
the playoff folks are going to try to do both. On their ensuing drive, Clemson continued the offensive trend of
the first quarter with a yard pass of their own, from Trevor Lawrence to Tee Higgins , which set up a yard
touchdown rush by Travis Etienne on the next play. Two plays into the quarter, Bulovas converted a yard field
goal to put Alabama in front by two points, 16â€” However, Alabama freshman placekicker Joseph Bulovas
missed the extra point , hitting the right upright; this was his sixth missed extra point of the season and left
Clemson ahead by one, 14â€” On what would be their last drive of the half, Alabama punted on 4th-and,
giving Clemson the ball on their own yard-line. The top four teams are seeded in that order for the playoff.
The last two spots will likely go to the winners of the Big 12 and Big Ten. The seeding determines the
semifinal bowl game assigned to each matchup; the No. Alabama began their fourth second-half drive with
just over eleven minutes on the clock and Jalen Hurts at quarterback ; it ended in a three-and-out, and Mike
Bernier's punt was downed at the Clemson one-yard-line. Did not participate in season committee. Critics
questioned her qualifications, citing gender and lack of football experience. Never participated in any
committee voting. Discussion and debate happens at each voting step. Alabama's point deficit was the largest
in any game under Saban, their coach since  Clemson was then unable to take advantage of their possession,
and punted for the first time since the first quarter; the punt was downed at Alabama's yard-line. Some teams
have traditionally played three or four "weak" non-conference opponents, but wins against such low-level
competition are unlikely to impress the committee. Alabama's next drive spanned 59 yards before they failed
to convert a 4th-and-4 on Clemson's yard-line, giving the Tigers the ball with just under six minutes to play in
the third quarter. Now trailing 14â€”7, Alabama marched downfield on their next drive, covering 75 yards in
ten plays, to score a touchdown with opportunity to tie the game. The two semifinal bowls and the other four
top-tier bowls are marketed as the New Year's Six. Bama's path became a bit more complicated following the
season-ending injury to star linebacker Dylan Moses, but the Tide should still role to a top-four finish -- and
quarterback Trevor Lawrence should only be better for Clemson in his sophomore season after leading the
Tigers to the national championship. Alabama responded quickly, as Tagovailoa made up for the interception
three plays later by finding Jerry Jeudy downfield for a yard score.


